Template* for poster proposals

Authors of posters proposal should use the following format:

Monitoring albedo using multiband radiation measurements

AUTHOR A. NAME\textsuperscript{1} & AUTHOR B. NAME\textsuperscript{2}
\textsuperscript{1}Address for A \hspace{1em} (Note, if there is only one address, numbering not required)
\textsuperscript{2}Address for B \hspace{1em} (only include one email address)

HEADING 1

Heading 2

Main text – use this style (body – 11 pt Times New Roman, single spaced) for the main text of the paper, indent first line of paragraph but no spaces between paragraphs.

Please format equations using Microsoft Equation 3.0. In Word select Insert then Object to obtain Microsoft Equation 3.0.

\begin{equation}
S = P - E - R 
\end{equation}
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*Note:* Proposals by poster presenters should be no more than two pages in length.